The Salute Military Golf Association and Adopt A Highway Maintenance Corporation® Are Keeping Maryland’s Highways Litter-Free

The Salute Military Golf Association (SMGA) is one of the newest sponsors in the Maryland Sponsor A Highway® Program. Each sponsor sign promotes highway litter-removal efforts to keep the roads of Maryland safe and looking picturesque.

MONTGOMERY VILLAGE, Md. (PRWEB) January 05, 2019 -- To thank SMGA for their remarkable work for wounded warriors, Sol Gordon of Gordon Insurance, LLC felt it paramount to donate a sponsor panel in the name of SMGA. As Sol Gordon stated, “As we all know we use these highway signs as Brand Recognition. I wanted to make sure SMGA is known to all for its beneficial work in helping our Wounded Warriors, and it is working.”

Joining forces with Maryland Sponsor A Highway® offers businesses the opportunity to expand their reach by promoting their company logo on highway sponsorship panels. By donating a sponsorship panel in SMGA’s name, Gordon Insurance, LLC will ensure that SMGA expands and that more wounded warriors will learn about this program.

Sponsoring a highway not only promotes safe travel for all drivers, but it also supports better environmental practices as well. Litter-removal efforts set forth by the Maryland Sponsor A Highway® Program serve as a catalyst to encourage the community to be more mindful regarding their treatment of the environment.

The Salute Military Golf Association offers an adaptive golf program to even the most severely injured warriors. This program provides wounded warriors the opportunity to rehabilitate through the game of golf, while dually offering camaraderie amongst other veterans experiencing the same struggle. The Salute Military Golf Association is a remarkable program that is providing many veterans the chance to learn a new sport.

For more information about Salute Military Golf Association visit: www.smga.org
For more information about the Maryland Sponsor A Highway® Program visit: www.adoptahighway.com
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